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ABSTRACT 
Wet-in-wet flow effect is a famous phenomenon in 
Chinese ink paintings. In this paper, we propose a new 
two-stage algorithm to synthesize this renowned effect. 
Given a reference image, in the first stage, we render 
the reference image to produce an ink diffused image. 
This is achieved by using a new, physically-based 
color ink diffusion synthesis algorithm. In addition, 
this new algorithm explores a new and more sensitive 
Kubelka-Munk (SK-M) equation. As a result, the new 
algorithm produces visually pleasing results better than 
our previous work [1]. In the second stage, we present 
a controllable flow technique to render the wet-in-wet 
effect. In particular, we adopt the adaptive length line 
integral convolution to represent the global flow of the 
reference image. We then construct a controllable flow 
map by referring to the luminance and global flow of 
the reference image, and the desired weight coeffi-
cients, which are controlled by the user. Finally, we 
blend the controllable flow map with the available ink 
diffused image using the new SK-M model, producing 
the final ink diffused image with the wet-in-wet effect 
(see Figure 1). Our algorithm has four advantages: 
visually plausible, controllable, independent, and sim-
ple. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Chinese  ink painting simulation can be classified into 
two categories: non-image-based approach, which fo-
cuses on modeling and simulating an artist’s hair 
brushes, and image-based approach, which renders a 
reference image with variant ink painting styles [1] 
(see a detailed survey in next section). 

Ink diffusion is the most noticeable phenomenon 
in Chinese ink painting, which is caused by the micro-
scopic capillary effect of absorbent paper [2][3][4][5]. 
Our previous work [1] proposed an image-based pain-
terly rendering algorithm for automatically synthesiz-
ing an image with color ink diffusion. They suggested 
a mathematical model including a K-M equation with a 
physical base to achieve this goal. Their work indicates 
a success of simulating ink diffusion from an image-
based approach. However, their results do not show a 
tone visually similar to the reference image. This is due 
to the fact that the K-M equation they employed is not 
sensitive enough to calculate the subtle change of the 
reflectance value for the mixed result. 

           

Figure 1. Taiwan's Yushan (Mount Morrison) [1] (left) and its rendered images created by our new algorithm to 
simulate the wet-in-wet flow effect with controllable flow strength (middle and right). The image in the middle 
emphasizes the flow effect in the dark color (the mountain rocks) and the right image accentuates the effect in the 
light color (the clouds and sky). 
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Apart from ink diffusion, the wet-in-wet flow effect is 
another famous appearance in many Chinese ink paint-
ing works, as shown in Figure 2. This effect is due to 
the fact that the surface of the wet paper allows the col-
loidal ink to spread and follow the direction of water 
flow. Chu et al. [6] proposed a physically-based me-
thod for simulating ink dispersion in absorbent paper. 
Through a painting system, they demonstrate simula-
tion results of various realistic effects with flow pat-
terns. Their work indicates a success of wet-in-wet 
flow simulation from a non-image-based approach. 
The wet-in-wet flow effect had also been simulated in 
the work of computer-generated watercolor [7], and is 
called “fluid flow effect.” Unfortunately, most image-
based algorithms do not keep pace with the advances 
of wet-in-wet flow simulation. This has significantly 
limited the simulation applications of this important 
and renowned appearance. Therefore, the need to pro-
vide wet-in-wet flow simulation from the aspect of im-
age-based approach is clear. 

In this paper, we propose two approaches to con-
quer this problem. In particular, we present an IBCIDS 
algorithm, which employs a more sensitive K-M equa-
tion and a new overlapping equation to produce visu-
ally pleasing ink-diffused images. These two new 
equations enable our algorithm to produce a tone simi-
lar to the reference image. The resultant ink-diffused 
image is more visually pleasing than our previous 
work’s result (see Figure 4). In regard to simulating the 
wet-in-wet flow effect, we introduce the concept of the 
flow map. In particular, we present a controllable wet-
in-wet flow technique (CWFT), which is designed to 
be independent of the IBCIDS algorithm to ease the 
algorithm’s complexity. In this technique, we apply the 
adaptive length line integral convolution (ALLIC) al-
gorithm to depict the reference image’s global flow. 
Then, we refer to the luminance of the reference image 
together with the desired weighted coefficient provided 
by the user to construct a controllable flow map. Fi-

nally, we utilize the more sensitive K-M equation we 
proposed to blend the flow map with the resultant dif-
fused image simulated by our IBCIDS algorithm. The 
final rendered result contains both an effective color 
ink diffusion result and the wet-in-wet flow effect. We 
emphasize that we do not mimic Chinese ink painting 
styles. Rather, we present a new way to generate an-
other illustrious color ink diffusion effect, the wet-in-
wet flow phenomenon. We leave Chinese ink painting 
styles as a separate and interesting topic to explore in 
the future. 

The overview of this paper is as follows. Section 
2 takes a closer look at related research. Section 3 in-
troduces the proposed algorithm. Section 4 shows the 
simulation results. Conclusions and future work are 
presented in section 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Research in the Chinese ink painting simulation can be 
classified into two categories: non-image-based and 
image-based [1]. The first category does not need a ref-
erence image, and focuses on modeling and simulating 
an artist’s hair brushes, such as digital painting systems 
or illustration generators. Algorithms in this way gen-
erally try to produce realistic brush strokes on canvas 
[2][3][4][8][9][10][11][12][13]. Some of these ap-
proaches emphasize their real-time benefit, and they 
employ texture mapping or some specific but non-
physical techniques. Lee [3] presented a practical tech-
nique to render oriental black ink paintings with 
realistic diffusion effects. His approach simulated a va-
riety of paper types and black ink properties by specific 
algorithms. Others employ mathematical or physical 
models to obtain remarkable results. Kunii et al. [2][14] 
and Lee et al. [5] proposed a multidimensional diffu-
sion model to simulate ink diffusion in absorbent paper. 
By physical analysis of real ink diffusion images, their 
model faithfully simulates the ink diffusion phenome-
non. According to their approach, diffusion of diffuse 

        
Figure 2. Famous ink effects--diffusion and wet-in-wet flow. Left picture is real Chinese ink painting (by Feng-Qi 
Tang). Right picture is a simulated result created by Chu et al’s work [6]. 
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ink (colloidal liquid) on the surface of paper should be 
considered as two separate diffusion processes. In 
other words, diffusion of water in the paper and diffu-
sion of the motion of solid particles in water should be 
treated as different (but interlinked) processes. Guo 
and Kunii [4] proposed an interactive painting system 
for generating high quality and artistic calligraphy 
characters and black ink paintings. Their system was a 
physically-based algorithm which simulated the dy-
namic diffusion of liquid ink into absorbent painting 
paper. However, these physically-based approaches 
merely focus on simulating the diffusion of black ink. 
Chu et al. [6] presented a lattice Boltzmann equation 
(LBE) method to simulate ink dispersion in absorbent 
paper for art creation purposes. They demonstrated a 
digital painting system with various realistic ink dis-
persion effects, including complex flow patterns ob-
served in real artwork, and other special effects.   

The second category is image-based. Picture re-
touching systems belong to this category. Algorithms 
in this way generally apply user-defined patterns or 
texture maps to a reference image in order to render 
some Chinese  ink painting styles [15][16][17]. Yu et 
al. [16] described a two-stage framework for synthesiz-
ing Chinese landscape painting. They mainly employed 
some brush stroke texture primitivities (BSTP) to 
mimic the hand-made effects. Farbiz et al. [17] de-
scribed a four steps algorithm to automatically generate 
an Asian ink painting result from photographs. Their 
method allows the output image objects not to be in the 
same position as they are in the input image, and they 
try to convey the artists’ inner feelings just through us-
ing a few simple strokes on paper. In this category, few 
researchers have proposed a color ink diffused method 
based on physical foundations. Some commercial 
packages produce ink diffusion effects with blur filters, 
but those packages are not physically-based ap-
proaches. Our previous work [1] proposed an image-

based painterly rendering algorithm for automatically 
synthesizing an image with color ink diffusion. We 
suggested a mathematical model with a physical base 
to simulate the phenomenon of color colloidal ink dif-
fusing into absorbent paper, and proposed a non-
stroke-based algorithm that allows an input color im-
age to be automatically converted to the color diffused 
ink style with a visually pleasing appearance. However, 
our previous work has two defects. First, ink diffusion 
is one of wet-in-wet effects. Artists in Chinese ink 
paintings always demonstrate more wet-in-wet effects 
in their works, such as wet-in-wet flow. Secondly, our 
results do not have quite similar tone to the reference 
images. 

3. Wet-in-Wet Flow Effect Synthesis for 
Ink Diffusion 
In this paper, we propose a novel, image-based algo-
rithm to support not only the color ink diffusion effect, 
but also the wet-in-wet flow effect. Our system con-
sists of two independent parts: the image-based color 
ink diffusion synthesis (IBCIDS) and the controllable 
wet-in-wet flow technique (CWFT) (illustrated in Fig-
ure 3). The IBCIDS algorithm simulates color ink dif-
fusion first. Based on this result, the CWFT generates 
wet-in-wet flow effect, producing the final rendered 
result. We will describe each part in the following sec-
tions. 

3.1 Image-based color ink diffusion syn-
thesis 
The color ink used in Chinese ink painting is a colloi-
dal liquid which mainly consists of water and pigment 
particles. We employ a physically-based color ink dif-
fusion model which was originally proposed by Kunii 
et al. [2] and extended by our previous work [1] to 
simulate color ink diffusing on absorbent paper. But, 

 
Figure 3. System architecture. 
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we emphasize that, our IBCIDS is better than our pre-
vious work [1] because we employ a more sensitive K-
M equation to mix pigment color, and use a better 
equation to overlap deposit layer with diffusion layer. 
Thus, our rendered result has a similar tone to the ref-
erence image. 

Our IBCIDS consists of two layers to simulate the 
process of diffusion: diffusion layer and deposit layer. 
The diffusion layer is used to abstract non-features of 
the reference image, and the deposit layer reinforces 
the key features. When a drop of colloidal ink falls on 
the surface of absorbent paper, the water will spread 
through the paper structure until it is absorbed. At the 
same time, the pigment particles are carried by the flow 
of water. If the accumulated quantity of pigment is 
greater than some threshold (here we assume that thre-
shold Qth is equal to 1), the pigment particles will be 
deposited on the deposit layer; otherwise they will be 
diffused on the diffusion layer. The rendered color is 
generated by a new overlapping equation, which over-
laps the diffusion and deposit layers as follows:  
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Here Ri,j denotes the rendered color of pixel (i, j); 
Di,j denotes the color of the deposit layer; Ci,j denotes 
the color of the diffusion layer. di,j denotes the quantity 
of the deposit layer; Pi,j is the quantity of the pigment; 
Gi,j denotes the quantity of the water. Our new over-
lapping equation is more effective than our previous 
work  since we take more factors into account, such as 
water flow and deposit quantity.  

When artists paint, they often delineate some fea-
tures and make others more abstract. Our previous 
work [1] suggested a two-phase feature extraction: the 
luminance division and color segmentation to simplify 
the input information; and the block variation to extract 
key characteristics. However, they use a fixed thresh-
old to decide the key characteristics. It is not always 
suitable for all input reference images. Here, we assign 
a statistic value VB -- the mean of VBi,j, to the threshold 
to make the key characteristics more reasonable be-
cause every image has its own VB .Our block variation 
equation is described as follows: 
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where jiL ,′   is luminance of reference image on a pixel 

(i, j) ; and L ′  denotes mean. VBi,j denotes the block 

variation of luminance on a pixel (i, j) in the reference 
image. n is block size. Here we use a block size with 7 
pixel width, but users can decide other suitable block 
sizes. VBM denotes the maximum of block variation, 
and VBm denotes the minimum. VBi,j has a value be-
tween 0 and 1. VB  is the mean of VBi,j. The scale of 
reference image is M×N. By assigning VB  to the thre-
shold, block variation can generate adequate key fea-
tures rather than gradient magnitude. 

The following algorithm can help to decide the 
quantity of pigment and the quantity of water by the 
block variation VBi,j. 
PaintOnPaper (i, j)  
1  if (VBi,j ≥ VB  ){             //key characteristic, thick 
ink 
2      assign very little water 
3      assign maximum pigment quantity} 
4  else {                                               //user-defined ink 
5      assign user-defined water 
6      assign user-defined pigment quantity} 
7  if (pigment quantity pqi,j ≥ Qth){             
8     di,j←pqi,j  }                        //deposit to deposit layer  

Line 1, we use the mean of block variation VB , a 
statistic value, to decide where the key characteristics 
are and assign adequate quantity to water and pigment. 
We render the scene from light pigment to dark pig-
ment in animation. If the user-defined pigment quantity 
is greater than 0.5Qth and less than Qth, not only the 
key characteristics but also the remarkable edges will 
deposit on deposit layer. Those pigments located on 
diffusion layer will diffuse to pale. The others located 
on deposit layer still keep their color. 

Figure 4 presents diffused images generated by 
our IBCIDS (middle column) and the rendered results 
simulated by our previous work [1] (right column). We 
can see that our results have similar tones to the refer-
ence images rather than our previous work.  

3.2 Controllable wet-in-wet flow technique 
The CWFT is independent of the IBCIDS to take ad-
vantage of facilitating the complexity of the whole si-
mulation system. In our algorithm, we employ an 
adaptive length line integral convolution (ALLIC) to 
represent the global flow of the reference image. Then, 
we refer the luminance of the reference image and the 
weight coefficient given by the user to construct a con-
trollable flow map which is used to decide the resultant 
flow strength. The ALLIC, a technique converted from 
line integral convolution (LIC) vector field, is em-
ployed to portray the reference image’s global flow. 
The LIC method, originally developed for imaging 
vector field in scientific visualization, has the potential 
to produce images with directional characteristics 
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[18][19]. However, the LIC vector field which has the 
same length and sharp visualization is not suitable, if 
directly used to enhance wet-in-wet effect. Thus, we 
adapt the LIC equation to an adaptive length line inte-
gral convolution (ALLIC) as follows: 
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where k denotes a normalized, one dimensional filter 
kernel with the length magnitude of 2l(x0). T() is our 
noise function. We modify the original noise function 
with an extra frequency parameter. In our experiment, 
if frequency is the mean of input image’s luminance L ′ , 
we can obtain an optimal wet-in-wet flow effect in the 
final step. 

Given a flow line σ(l(x0)), parameterized by the 
arc-length l(x0), the equation shown as above calculates 
the intensity of an output pixel I(x0) located at x0= 
σ(l(x0)), by the convolution integral [18]. Here, we give 
a length function l(x0) to control the length. lM and lm 
are the user-defined maximum length and minimum 
length respectively. 

0xL′  is the luminance of pixel x0. 

Figure 5 shows the difference between ALLIC vector 
field and LIC vector field. ALLIC vector field has va-
riant lengths on different luminance. Our maximum 
length lM is 10 (i.e. maximum length is 20) and mini-
mum length lm is 2 (i.e. minimum length is 4).  

The ALLIC vector field is very sharp. Thus, we 
use anisotropic diffusion to smooth it but still keep fea-
tures clear. Anisotropic diffusion [20] is a well-known 

smooth filter in digital image processing community. 
We employ the anisotropic diffusion filter provided by 
a commercial package, the Adobe Photoshop, to pro-
duce a smooth ALLIC vector field. Figure 6 shows the 
difference between smooth ALLIC vector field and 
smooth LIC vector field. Smooth ALLIC vector field 
has variant lengths distributed on variant luminance but 
the smooth LIC does not. 

Then, the flow map φi,j of pixel (i, j) can be gener-
ated by the following equation. 

jijiji Iil ,,,
~1 ••−= αϕ                                   (4) 

where jiI ,
~  denotes the smooth ALLIC; jiil ,  is the lu-

minance on the reference image (i, j); and α is weight 
coefficient (here default α=0.5~1.0). Figure 7 illus-
trates different flow maps generated by the smooth 
ALLIC vector field with variant α value. The flow map 
is controllable. We can use different flow map to em-
phasize dark color or light color. We also can choose 
variant α value to control flow strength. 

3.3 Rendering algorithm 
Our system consists of two independent parts: IBCIDS 
and CWFT. The IBCIDS generates a color ink-diffused 

    
Figure 5. ALLIC vector field with an adaptive length
LM=10 and Lm=2 (left) and LIC vector field with a 
fixed length L=10 (right). 

   

  
Figure 4. A diffused image generated by our IBCIDS 
algorithm (middle column) and the rendered result 
simulated by our previous work [1] (right column). 
The pictures on the left column are reference images

    
Figure 6. A smooth ALLIC vector field with LM=10 
and Lm=2 (left) and a smooth LIC vector field with 
L=10 (right). 
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image from light pigment to dark pigment in animation. 
The CWFT blends the ink diffusion with wet-in-wet 
flow effect in interaction. The rendering algorithm is 
described as follows: 
RenderAlgorithm() 
//ili,j  : luminance on a reference image (i, j) 
//iCi,j: color on a reference image (i, j) 
//oli,j : luminance on rendering canvas (i, j) 
//oCi,j: color on rendering canvas (i, j) 
/*IBCIDS*/ 
1 while (water not dry) { 
2    for (all light layer to dark layer k) {  
3      for (all  ili,j in layer k) { 
4        if (ili,j− oli,j ≥ OT ) {            //overlap threshold OT 
5            PaintOnPaper(i, j)                   //water, pigment 
6            oCi,j←SK-M(iCi,j, pqi,j, oCi,j, Pi,j)}}}    // color 
7    ColorInkDiffusionSynthesis(G, P, oC)}  
/*CWFT*/ 
8  for (all i, j ) {       
9     oCi,j←SK-M(1-oCi,j, φi,j, 0, 0) }   //SK-M blending 

In the IBCIDS phase, we render the diffused im-
age on rendering canvas from light pigment to dark 
pigment in animation, and every pigment layer has an 
interval of time (here we assume 6 iterations of dif-
fused computation) to make diffusion processing. And, 
the ink diffusion will continue computing until water is 
dry. In the above algorithm, line 4 decides whether the 
pixel of the reference image is painted on the rendering 
canvas or not. Line 6 is the SK-M color mixing. When 
a pixel with color iCi,j, and pigment quantity pqi,j, is 
painted to the rendering canvas with color oCi,j and 
pigment quantity Pi,j, its resultant color should take ac-
count of the color on the rendering canvas. Our sensi-
tive K-M equation is employed to approximate the 
result of mixing the color. In the CWFT phase, line 9 is 
the SK-M blending. The SK-M equation plays a very 
important role in this phase. Thus, we introduce our 
new and sensitive K-M equation in next section.  

3.4 Sensitive K-M equation 
When using the K-M theory for a typical application to 
mix Color-1 with Color-2, we need to determine the 
corresponding scattering coefficient S and the corre-
sponding absorption coefficient A for each color. These 
coefficients are usually measured with spectral meas-
urements from a layer with the known thickness x. Our 
previous work [1] has suggested a simplified method to 
approximate S and A. Here, we propose a more sensi-
tive K-M (SK-M) equation inspired from Curtis’ work 
[7].  

We first assume the paper’s colors are nearly 
white. Thus, we set the color white to a safe value (here 
assumed to be 0.9999998) and compute the coeffi-
cients (S, a, and b) for the RGB color value C by the 
following equations: 
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Note that for Color-1 and Color-2, we need to de-
termine its corresponding coefficients (S, a, and b). In 
our system, we compute the coefficients (S, a, and b) 
for color iCi,j and oCi,j using the above equations. Then, 
we compute the reflectance R1 and transmittance T1 for 
color iCi,j by setting the thickness coefficient x to pqi,j, 
as shown in Equation 6. This was Kubelka’s optical 
compositing equation [7]. Similarly, we compute the 
R2 and T2 of the color oCi,j by setting the thickness co-
efficient x to Pi,j. Then, we can determine the overall 
reflectance R and transmittance T. 

,/sinh cbSxR =   

cbT /=  , where ,coshsinh bSxbbSxac +=   
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21

21
1 RR

TTT −= .                             (6) 

Here, we directly use the composite value R to 
express the result of color mixing. Figure 8 compares 

    
Figure 7. Different flow maps created by smooth 
ALLIC vector field with variant α value: with α=0.6 
(left), with α=1.0 (middle), and with α=0.8 reverse 
(right). 

Figure 8. The relation of the input color C, thickness x, 
and the output reflectance R using the SK-M equation 
we propose (left) and the original equation in our pre-
vious work [1] (right).  
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the SK-M equation we propose with the original one in 
our previous work [1]. Clearly, our equation demon-
strates that the responding reflectance R (left vertical 
axis) for different input colors C (right vertical axis) is 
sensitive with respect to various thicknesses x (the 
horizontal axis). The comparison shows that that our 
new equation can generate more sensitive reflectance R 
than our previous work [1]. If the real paper color is 
not white, we can compose the finally rendered result 
with the paper’s color by the above K-M equation. The 
reflectance R which is calculated by K-M equation is a 
non-linear curve. This is why K-M theory is more suit-
able than linear interpolation method for pigment-
based rendering simulation. Because conventional 
pigments used in Chinese ink painting are different 
from those in watercolor, we leave the spectral meas-
urements to pigments used in Chinese ink painting as a 
separate topic to explore in the future. 

In the above rendering algorithm, line 9 uses a 
flow map φ to enhance wet-in-wet flow effect by K-M 
equation. Before being combined with flow map, the 
diffused result contains paper texture and diffusion ef-
fect, shown as Figure 4 in the first row, middle picture. 
After combining the diffused result with flow map 
(Figure 7, middle picture), we can obviously see that 
the color ink diffused within paper fibers and wet-in-
wet flow effect is visually pleasing (shown as Figure 1, 
middle). If we blend the diffused image (Figure 4, the 
first row, left picture) with a reverse flow map (shown 
in Figure 7, right), the rendered result (shown in Figure 
1, right) will accentuate its wet-in-wet flow effect on 
the light color. The K-M blending produces a non-
linear and visual pleasing result. This is why K-M the-
ory is also more suitable than linear interpolation 
method for blending the diffused image with flow map 
in our algorithm. 

4. RESULTS 
We implemented our system using C++ programming 
language and OpenGL on a personal computer. It con-
tains a 3.0 GHz CPU, 1.0 GB RAM, and a video card 
with Nvidia GeForce 6600 GPU and 128MB video 
RAM.  

Given a diffused image rendered by our algorithm 
(Figure 4, the first row, middle picture), Figure 9 
shows three images rendered by other approaches for 
comparison, including the alpha blending, directly ap-
plying the LIC technique only, and employing com-
mercial Adobe Photoshop’s anisotropic diffusion filter. 
By comparing with Figure 1 (middle and right pic-
tures), our new algorithm renders an image demon-
strating visually pleasing appearance with diffused ink 
and wet-in-wet flow style. The results imply that to 
generate wet-in-wet flow effect, it is inappropriate to 
simply apply the alpha blending, the LIC algorithm or 
the anisotropic diffusion filter on a diffused image. The 
results also show the power of the flow map and the 
SK-M-blending process in our method.   

Figure 10 presents results generated by different 
flow maps to demonstrate that our wet-in-wet flow ef-
fect is controllable. We can directly use flow map to 
emphasize dark color. In contrast, we can also reverse 
the flow map to emphasize the light color. As a result, 
a user can fully control the flow strength by changing 
the weight coefficient α. 

Figure 11 compares the black ink result created by 
our previous work [1] (middle picture) with ours (right 
picture). Observing from these images, we verify that 
our algorithm renders more visible ink diffusion and 
variant wet-in-wet flow effects, producing visually 
plausible appearance. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm to synthe-
size both ink diffusion with better visual effect and 
wet-in-wet flow effect. We conclude that our algorithm 
has four advantages. First, the quality of the resultant 
images we rendered is more visually plausible than our 
previous work’s result. This is contributed from using 
our new rendering algorithm, the more sensitive K-M 
equation, our controllable flow technique, and the new 
overlapping equation. Secondly, our algorithm is con-
trollable, allowing a user to manipulate the flow 
strength via variant flow maps when simulating the 
wet-in-wet flow effect. Thirdly, the algorithm is inde-
pendent. This feature makes it possible to ingeniously 
weave the controllable wet-in-wet flow technique 
(CWFT) not only to our ink diffusion algorithm but 
also to other ink diffusion approaches. Thus, the inte-
grated color ink diffusion algorithm takes both advan-
tages to have significant features, including feature-

    
Figure 9. Some resultant images created by other ap-
proaches (diffused image is Figure 4, the first row, 
middle picture): using alpha blending on the diffused
image (left);  directly applying LIC algorithm on the 
diffused image (middle); employing Adobe Photo-
shop’s anisotropic diffusion filter on the diffused im-
age (right).  
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based, non-SBR, physically-based, and controllable 
wet-in-wet flow effect. Finally, it is simple. Without 
any strokes, a color image can be automatically con-
verted to a visually pleasing appearance with both dif-
fused ink and wet-in-wet flow style. 

Although a physically-based approach has the 
benefit of realistic simulation, it, in the mean time, has 
a problem with computation.  Our first future task, 
therefore, is to speed up the computation. In addition, 
artists usually use a limited number of conventional 
pigments in Chinese ink painting. Yet, a real image 
may contain more than a million colors. Our next task 
is to synthesize an even more realistic result by em-
ploying the conventional pigments used in Chinese ink 
painting. This would make the color appearance shown 
in our result look more like Chinese ink painting in real 
world. 
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